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Objective: During the Holocaust, extreme trauma was inflicted on children who experienced it. Two questions were central to the current investigation. First, do survivors of the Holocaust still show marks of their traumatic experiences, even after more than 50 years? Second, was the trauma passed on to the next generation?

Method: Careful matching of Holocaust survivors and comparison subjects was employed to form a research study design with three generations, including 98 families with a grandmother, a mother, and an infant, who engaged in attachment- and trauma-related interviews, questionnaires, and observational procedures.

Results: Holocaust survivors (now grandmothers) showed more signs of traumatic stress and more often lack of resolution of trauma than comparison subjects, but they were not impaired in general adaptation. Also, the traumatic effects did not appear to transmit across generations.

Conclusions: Holocaust survivors may have been able to protect their daughters from their war experiences, although they themselves still suffer from the effects of the Holocaust.

During the Holocaust, extreme trauma was inflicted on children who experienced it, raising two questions that are central to the current report. First, do Holocaust survivors still show marks of their traumatic experiences, even after more than 50 years? Second, was the trauma passed on to the daughters in the next generation (1)? The existence of long-term psychological effects of the Holocaust on survivors and their offspring still divide the scientific literature (1).

Generally, most large-scale and well-designed epidemiological studies do not show serious psychological problems in Holocaust survivors or their families (1). Such conclusions run contrary to other claims, stemming mostly from clinical observations, that the Holocaust had a profound effect on its victims, leaving many survivors with various psychological or marital problems (2–4). This is consistent with existing non-Holocaust-related trauma research, which provides evidence that people who undergo extreme stress are left more vulnerable to future adversity (5–7). Similarly, posttraumatic long-term effects were reported in a more recent nonclinical Holocaust-related study (8) showing that elderly survivors of the Holocaust suffered from the Persian Gulf War to a larger extent than other subjects. Also, clinically based reports on children of Holocaust survivors versus more controlled research paradigms are inconsistent in their findings. Whereas clinically based reports point to intergenerational transmission of traumatic experiences, more controlled studies have not found much psychopathology (1), except when second-generation subjects were confronted with life-threatening situations (9, 10).

We propose that the conceptual framework of attachment theory may shed new light on this controversy. From an evolutionary perspective, attachment is conceived as a universal bias in infants to remain in the proximity of a protective caregiver. The main focus of attachment theory is on the making and breaking of relationships, and it focuses on the determinants and effects of affective bonds between children and their caregivers and on the separation or loss of attachment figures (11). In attachment theory, unresolved mourning/trauma is indicated by disoriented thought processes about attachment experiences owing to lack of resolution of mourning in case of loss of a close attachment figure or lack of resolution of other traumatic experiences (12, 13). Many Holocaust survivors may well suffer from prolonged unresolved mourning/trauma (12). Lack of resolution of mourning might have led the child later as a parent to exhibit frightened, helpless, and unexpected behavior, hence enhancing the likelihood of a disorganized attachment relationship to develop in her own child (12).

In order to bridge the gap between clinical and nonclinical approaches, we compared two carefully matched groups (14): Israeli grandmothers with and without Holocaust experience during their own childhood, all of whom were residing in Israel during the past 50–60 years or so. We also included the daughters of the grandmothers in the two groups (now mothers themselves). Our first hypothesis was that anxiety and traumatic stress as well as insecure and unresolved mental representations of attachment were overrepresented in families with a Holocaust background. The second hypothesis was that possible traumatization in the grandparents may have been trans-
Recruitment of the Sample

In order to avoid recruitment of participants through convenience groups (e.g., mental health clinics, Holocaust-related organizations, and advertisements), we used basic population-wide demographic information provided by the Israeli Ministry of the Interior. Israeli regulations concerning privacy allowed us to receive lists of names that included only the date of birth and year of immigration from Europe to Israel. We conducted approximately 30,000 standardized telephone calls to recruit two groups—Holocaust and matched comparison subjects—according to the following criteria (Table 1). Subjects in the Holocaust group (child survivors) were born in Europe between 1926 and 1937; thus, they were 4–14 years old during World War II. Having lost both their mothers and fathers and some even other family members, they immigrated as orphans to Israel during or soon after the war (1945). Later in life, they married Israeli spouses who were or were not Holocaust survivors. Their children (the second generation, now mothers) were all born in Israel between 1947 and 1970 and had at least one healthy child between the ages of 12 and 15 months (the third generation).

Subjects in the comparison group were in the same age range as that of the Holocaust group, were also born in Europe, did not experience the Holocaust, immigrated to Israel as children before the war, but did not lose any close family members because of the Holocaust. Their Israeli-born daughters (now mothers) also had at least one healthy infant between the ages of 12 and 15 months. The final sample consisted of 48 and 50 participants in the Holocaust and comparison groups, respectively. A power analysis showed that this sample size was sufficiently powerful to allow conclusions about the absence of differences between the two groups. With a moderate effect size (d=0.50), the power to predict conclusions was 0.80 (16).

Despite this unprecedented screening procedure, groups unavoidably differed on several Holocaust-related variables such as education (Holocaust survivors obviously received less education during the Holocaust years), residence (Holocaust survivors were more often welcomed into kibbutzim), religion (survivors were more often secular), and background of the partner (Holocaust survivors more often married partners with Holocaust experiences). In terms of age, number of children, and war-related experiences in Israel after World War II, the groups did not significantly differ. Despite the importance of the father’s role in child development, research on intergenerational transmission of attachment is more frequent with mothers. Thus, for both methodological and logistic reasons, the first generation as well as the second generation consisted of female participants only. Upon description of the study to the subjects, written informed consent was obtained.

Method

Recruitment of the Sample

In order to avoid recruitment of participants through convenience groups (e.g., mental health clinics, Holocaust-related organizations, and advertisements), we used basic population-wide demographic information provided by the Israeli Ministry of the Interior. Israeli regulations concerning privacy allowed us to receive lists of names that included only the date of birth and year of immigration from Europe to Israel. We conducted approximately 30,000 standardized telephone calls to recruit two groups—Holocaust and matched comparison subjects—according to the following criteria (Table 1). Subjects in the Holocaust group (child survivors) were born in Europe between 1926 and 1937; thus, they were 4–14 years old during World War II. Having lost both their mothers and fathers and some even other family members, they immigrated as orphans to Israel during or soon after the war (1945). Later in life, they married Israeli spouses who were or were not Holocaust survivors. Their children (the second generation, now mothers) were all born in Israel between 1947 and 1970 and had at least one healthy child between the ages of 12 and 15 months (the third generation).

Subjects in the comparison group were in the same age range as that of the Holocaust group, were also born in Europe, did not experience the Holocaust, immigrated to Israel as children before the war, but did not lose any close family members because of the Holocaust. Their Israeli-born daughters (now mothers) also had at least one healthy infant between the ages of 12 and 15 months. The final sample consisted of 48 and 50 participants in the Holocaust and comparison groups, respectively. A power analysis showed that this sample size was sufficiently powerful to allow conclusions about the absence of differences between the two groups. With a moderate effect size (d=0.50), the power to predict conclusions was 0.80 (16).

Despite this unprecedented screening procedure, groups unavoidably differed on several Holocaust-related variables such as education (Holocaust survivors obviously received less education during the Holocaust years), residence (Holocaust survivors were more often welcomed into kibbutzim), religion (survivors were more often secular), and background of the partner (Holocaust survivors more often married partners with Holocaust experiences). In terms of age, number of children, and war-related experiences in Israel after World War II, the groups did not significantly differ. Despite the importance of the father’s role in child development, research on intergenerational transmission of attachment is more frequent with mothers. Thus, for both methodological and logistic reasons, the first generation as well as the second generation consisted of female participants only. Upon description of the study to the subjects, written informed consent was obtained.

Procedure

We interviewed and collected self-report data pertaining to the adults involved in two sessions for each generation (i.e., the Holocaust survivors, the comparison subjects, and the daughters of the two groups) about 2–3 months before we conducted direct laboratory observations of mother-infant interactions when the infants were 12–15 months old.

Measures

Unless otherwise stated, all interviews, questionnaires, and inventories were administered to both daughters (the second generation) and to their elder mothers (the first generation). The Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (17) was used to ensure that both groups did not differ in their tendency for social desirability. Moreover, a checklist of war-related events in Israel since its founding in 1948 was administered to all participants. Because of space limitations, only major aspects of the measures are described here. Further details can be obtained upon request from the first author.

The Adult Attachment Interview (12, 13) assesses current mental representations of childhood attachment experiences, including loss and trauma experiences. The five attachment classifications were coded as follows: 1) secure: autonomous, coherent in exploring past experiences, whether positive or negative; 2) insecure: dismissive of past relationships with attachment figures and attachment experiences; 3) insecure: preoccupied with past expe-
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ries and angry toward attachment figures; 4) insecure: disoriented with regard to attachment because of lack of resolution of loss/trauma; 5) insecure: cannot classify (a mixture of diverging mental representations of attachment so that no single representation seems to dominate the participant’s thinking about the past) (12). In previous studies, the psychometric characteristics of the Adult Attachment Interview have proven to be excellent (13). The Adult Attachment Interviews were coded by two authors (T.J. and N.K.-K.), both of whom were certified to code the interview. Interjudgment reliability for the present study was 85%, with \(\kappa=0.76\) (p=0.001).

**Anxiety and traumatic-related stress measures.** The Endler Multidimensional Anxiety Scales (18) consist of two reliable and valid subscales: the cognitive worry scale and the autonomic anxiety scale. Cronbach’s alpha reliabilities for the cognitive worry scale were 0.85 and 0.84, and 0.84 and 0.83 for the autonomic anxiety scale (for first- and second-generation subjects, respectively).

The Impact of Event Scale (19, 20) is a posttraumatic stress measure that purports to assess the intensity of intrusion and avoidance responses that follow exposure to extreme stress. It has been found to be reliable and valid with different stressors and populations (19, 20). Horowitz et al. (20) suggested that the Impact of Event Scale can be tailored to any specific stressor, and in this study, it was adapted to Holocaust experiences. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients for intrusion and avoidance were 0.84 and 0.78, respectively, for the first generation and 0.88 and 0.80 for the second generation.

The Berkeley-Leiden Adult Attachment Questionnaire for Unresolved Loss or Trauma (21) consists of 58 Likert-type items that constitute two major scales: unresolved states of mind (e.g., feelings of responsibility for a death) and unusual beliefs (e.g., mental telepathy). Two items (items 47 and 55) were deleted because they were not applicable to the current sample. In a previous study of Holocaust survivors, the Berkeley-Leiden Adult Attachment Questionnaire for Unresolved Loss or Trauma proved to be a valid measure (21). In the current study, alpha reliabilities were 0.90 and 0.86 for unresolved states of mind and unusual beliefs scales, respectively. Owing to the skewness of the distribution of the scores, all items were inverted (1/RAW score) before the items were summed; therefore, higher scores represent higher levels of unusual beliefs and unresolved states of mind.

In order to create an overall score for signs of anxiety and posttraumatic stress for the subjects, we conducted a principal-components analysis of the six scales, which loaded on the first component (eigenvalues >0.45) and explained 43% of the variance. Alpha reliability of the total scale was 0.72. We replicated these analyses for the second generation—the daughters.

**Personal, interpersonal, and social adaptation measures.** An adapted version of the Mental Health Inventory (22) was completed to assess sense of well-being. The participants were asked to indicate on a 6-point Likert scale the extent to which different feelings of well-being (14 items) had been associated with their lives during the past month. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients were 0.90 for the first generation and 0.91 for the second generation—the daughters.

The Social Adaptation Checklist was designed to obtain a global picture of the participants’ integration into the community, including affiliations with organizations and community activities, leisure activities, occupational and residential stability, and finally, history of illnesses and accidents.

The Marital Autonomy and Relatedness Inventory (23) assesses the perception of autonomy and relatedness in marriage. In the present study, we used 20 items pertaining to the love and warmth dimension, with Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients of 0.92 and 0.90 for the first- and second-generation subjects, respectively.

The daughters reported the satisfaction with their relationship with their mothers in the Caregiving Scale (available by request from the first author), which was especially designed for this study. The daughters were asked to indicate the extent to which they had to deal with the various challenges that may come from their own mothers now that they are aging. A summary score of successful caregiving was based on 19 items, with a Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of 0.94.

Mother-infant interactions were observed with distressing toys and frightening robot situations, with a specific focus on identifying disorganizing maternal behaviors. The Maternal Inappropriate and Disorganizing Behavior Scale is based on earlier coding systems for insensitive and frightening maternal behaviors (24). In each observational situation, high reliability was established for 30 mothers (kappa=0.96).

**Statistical Analyses**

Data analyses consisted of four major segments: 1) a series of chi-square and hierarchical log linear analyses examining categorical attachment data, 2) a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and related post hoc analyses of variance (ANOVAs) examining the differences between Holocaust and comparison groups with regard to anxiety and traumatic stress measures, 3) a series of t tests contrasting Holocaust and comparison groups on personal, interpersonal, and social adaptation measures, and 4) ANOVAs examining differences in maternal disorganizing behaviors between the two groups.

**Results**

**Attachment Data**

In Table 2, the Adult Attachment Interview classifications of first-generation subjects and their daughters in the Holocaust and comparison groups are presented in two ways: 1) secure versus insecure mental representations of past attachment experiences and 2) unresolved versus not unresolved representations indicating whether or not participants suffered from lack of resolution of past losses and trauma experiences. The attachment classifications were not associated with age, education, number of children, or any other background variables displayed in Table 1. Only residence on a kibbutz was related to the occurrence of unresolved loss or trauma in the first-generation subjects (\(\chi^2=9.45, df=1, p<0.02\)).

To test the effect of the Holocaust on the security of the attachment representation and its transmission from survivors to their children, a two-by-two-by-two hierarchical log linear analysis was performed to test the following model: security of attachment (secure versus insecure) by generation (first generation versus second generation) by group (Holocaust versus comparison). The analysis showed a best-fitting model consisting of the interaction of security by generation and the interaction of security of first generation by group (likelihood ratio: \(\chi^2=0.49, df=2, p=0.79\)). Holocaust survivors had significantly fewer secure attachment representations (N=11, 22.9%) than the comparison subjects (N=23, 46.0%), primarily owing to the large number of unresolved classifications in the Holocaust group. Furthermore, the interaction of security and generation meant that there was a significant transmis-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attachment Classification of Second-Generation (Daughters)</th>
<th>Holocaust Survivors (N=48)</th>
<th>Comparison Subjects (N=50)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure versus insecure&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresolved versus not unresolved&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresolved&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Unresolved&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> From the Adult Attachment Interview (12, 13).
<sup>b</sup> The chance-corrected predictive rate for the transmission of secure/insecure attachment from the subject to the daughter within the survivor group was kappa=0.17, p=0.18. For the comparison group, kappa=0.21, p=0.13.
<sup>c</sup> Secure: autonomous, coherent in exploring past experiences, whether positive or negative.
<sup>d</sup> Insecure: dismissive of past relationships with attachment figures and attachment experiences; preoccupied with past experiences and angry toward attachment figures; disoriented with regard to attachment because of lack of resolution of loss/trauma; or cannot classify (a mixture of diverging mental representations of attachment so that no single representation seems to dominate the participant’s thinking about the past).
<sup>e</sup> The chance-corrected predictive rate for the transmission of unresolved attachment from the subject to the daughter within the survivor group was kappa=0.12, p=0.24. For the comparison group, kappa=0.05, p=0.70.
<sup>f</sup> Unresolved: either insecure, disoriented with regard to attachment because of lack of resolution of loss/trauma; or insecure, cannot classify (a mixture of diverging mental representations of attachment so that no single representation seems to dominate the participant’s thinking about the past).
<sup>g</sup> Not resolved: secure, autonomous, coherent in exploring past experiences, whether positive or negative; insecure, dismissive of past relationships with attachment figures and attachment experiences; or preoccupied with past experiences and angry toward attachment figures.

### Anxiet and Traumatic Stress Measures

The anxiety and traumatic stress measures also confirmed the impact of the Holocaust on the generation of survivors, and at the same time, corroborated the lack of any influence on the second generation. For the purpose of multivariate analyses, the measures were transformed into z scores. A MANOVA with the Endler Multidimensional Anxiety Scales, the Impact of Event Scale, and the Berkeley-Leiden Adult Attachment Questionnaire for Unresolved Loss or Trauma scales as dependent variables and group (Holocaust survivors versus comparison subjects) as a factor showed a significant multivariate effect (F=5.54, df=6, 91, p<0.001). Post hoc ANOVAs showed that significant associations were found for the autonomic-anxiety scale of the Endler Multidimensional Anxiety Scales (F=8.81, df=1, 96, p<0.004), the avoidance scale of the Impact of Event Scale (F=21.59, df=1, 96, p<0.001), and the unresolved loss scale of the Berkeley-Leiden Adult Attachment Questionnaire for Unresolved Loss or Trauma (F=6.09, df=1, 96, p<0.02). Holocaust survivors showed more anxiety and more traumatic stress reactions on the avoidance and unresolved measures (Figure 1 shows mean z scores). For the second generation, no significant differences on the anxiety and traumatic stress measures were found between the daughters of the Holocaust survivors and the daughters of the comparison subjects.

In order to protect against a chance finding, we used an overall measure for signs of posttraumatic stress in an ANOVA and found a significant group difference for the first-generation subjects (F=14.19, df=1, 96, p<0.001). Means and standard deviations for the Holocaust and first-generation comparison groups were mean=1.39 (SD=4.00) and mean=−1.33 (SD=3.12), respectively. Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances was not significant (F=2.04, df=1, 96, p=0.16). After computing the effect size for this comparison, we found a large Cohen’s d (0.77) (16). The same analysis for the daughters did not yield a significant difference (F=0.83, df=1, 96, p=0.36). Means and
used the Bonferroni adjustment for the alpha level (alpha < 0.008). Holocaust subjects and their daughters did not differ from their matched comparison subjects on the index for love and warmth in the marital relationship (Marital Autonomy and Relatedness Inventory), on the Caregiving Scale, as completed by the daughters about their relationship with their mothers, on the Mental Health Inventory for general well-being, on the amount of accumulated illnesses and accidents over time, on the various indices of integration into the community, and on occupational stability.

Maternal Disorganizing Behaviors

Finally, the daughters of the Holocaust survivors did not differ from their comparison subjects on both the distressing toys and frightening robot situations that were used to assess their inappropriate maternal and disorganizing behaviors (Maternal Inappropriate and Disorganizing Behavior Scale) with their infants (F < 1.00, df = 1, 80, p = 0.48, and F < 1.00, df = 1, 79, p = 0.79, respectively).

Discussion

The results support the hypothesis that the Holocaust affected the lives of child survivors, even after more than 50 years. The survivors showed more unresolved loss on the Adult Attachment Interview, and they displayed more anxiety and traumatic stress than the carefully matched comparison subjects, who did not experience the Holocaust. The difference amounted to a strong effect, according to conventional criteria (16). The daughters of Holocaust survivors, however, did not differ from the comparison group in their attachment representations, anxiety, traumatic stress reactions, and maternal behavior toward their infants. We suggest that the child survivors successfully protected their social lives and family relationships from being influenced by their Holocaust experiences. They reported a similar degree of general well-being and integration into the community as their comparison subjects, and they did not differ in the love and warmth they found in their marital relationships. They also related in similar ways to their daughters as the comparison subjects did.

However, some limitations should be mentioned. First, the entire sample consisted of 98 triads of participants that were equally divided among Holocaust and comparison groups. The unique and stringent matching procedure did not allow for a larger number of participants. It should be noted, however, that power analysis of the design suggested that this sample size was sufficiently powerful to accept the absence of differences between the groups as valid. Second, although state-of-the-art attachment and traumatic stress measures were used, physiological assessments, such as the use of cortisol for indexing stress levels, might have further enriched the findings (25). Traditional DSM-IV-based diagnostic assessment of posttraumatic stress disorder might have refined our results as well. At the same time, we decided to rely on self-reported and attachment-based indicators of posttraumatic stress because of the nonclinical nature of the Holocaust and the comparison group.

We speculate that Holocaust survivors are in a better position to avoid transmitting their traumatic experiences than child abuse victims for two reasons. First, the traumatic events were not created by their parents or other attachment figures but emerged from an almost anonymous...
de destructive force (the Nazis). The Holocaust did not imply a breakdown of trust in their attachment figures but consisted of an inhuman social-political force. Second, the child survivors in our study had experienced several years of normal family life before the Holocaust threw their lives into jeopardy. During these early years, basic trust in attachment figures may have developed, empowering the child survivors after the war to cope with the challenges of adapting to normal family and social life again and become attachment figures themselves.

Moreover, some of the subjects may have been experiencing continuing bonds with their deceased parents (26, 27). In a recent literature review on loss and bereavement (28), the continuing-bond concept was proposed to be a potentially important extension of Bowlby’s views on grief and mourning (11). Perhaps some of the subjects who were classified in the Adult Attachment Interview as not having resolved their loss or trauma experiences demonstrated a continuing bond with their deceased parents. One is reminded that the loss they experienced was under the least natural circumstances. In fact, it may be impossible for any person ever to resolve a trauma like that of the Holocaust, in particular when it involves the extermination of parents and other close relatives under such dark and atrocious circumstances.

Finally, Frankl’s idea of man’s search for meaning in avoiding fixating on the past by orienting toward future goals as a healing power in traumatized subjects (29) may be especially pertinent to Holocaust survivors in Israel who helped build a new nation after World War II. Furthermore, for Israeli Holocaust survivors, being part of a large community with a collective memory of the Holocaust may have served as a potentially protective factor (30, 31). Whatever interpretation will stand to empirical scrutiny, our investigation shows how resilient victims of major genocides might be in creating new hope for the coming generations.
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